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PULI NEWS is published six times a year by the 

Puli Club of America, Inc. (PCA) and is the official 

newsletter of the club. The views and opinions 

expressed herein do not necessarily reflect or 

represent those of the PCA, its officers, Board 

members or the PULI NEWS staff.  

 

Permission to reprint any portion of this 

publication must be obtained from the Editor. 

 

Any advertisement must be in accordance  

with PCA Guidelines and PCA takes no 

responsibility or makes no warranties  

as to the accuracy of any claim, offer or assertion 

made in any article or advertisement contained in 

Puli News.  

 

The Editor reserves the right to edit any 

submissions and make corrections,  

omit material, or do minor reorganization  

as required.  

 

The PCA and Editor reserve the right  

to reject any submissions for any reason. 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 

This message is going to be about members of this club who have stepped up 
and taken on huge jobs.  AKC clubs depend on volunteers, people who give a 
tremendous amount of time, skills and money, who do jobs that in the real 
world people get paid to do.  A club like the PCA draws from a very limited 
membership in numbers to keep things going.  I often think to myself, why 
does AKC put so much on the club when they know how hard it is to get peo-
ple involved? 
 
I think of our new board members.  Kathy Allen has taken on Recording Sec-
retary, to my knowledge, she had not been on the Board before.  She is doing 
a fantastic job and keeps us going in the right direction.  Julie Schuh was 
asked by the board to take over the position of Corresponding Secretary, she 
said yes and has hit the ground running.  This is two examples of new people 
getting involved and making a difference.  I am sure we can all think of people 
who have given to this breed that we all love.  I just want to say thank you for 
the commitment you have made. 
 
Anna 

 

 

OCTOBER PULI NEWS DEADLINE ~ September 30 2014 
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Recording  Secretary 

 

Corresponding Secretary 

 

Officer/Committee  Reports  

Membership  
 

 

It is with great pleasure that we 
welcome the following new Gen-
eral members of the Puli Club of 
America.  

Ronnie Cimprich, 

Christina Solis & Graham Gaskill, 

Tim & Kay Brandow, 

John & Janet Owens 

The Board has assigned Provi-
sional Membership to the follow-
ing applications upon review. In 
the absence of feedback, which 

may cause the application to be 
rejected, these applicants will 
automatically become Associate 
members after a period of 45 days 
from the publication of Puli 
News. (none this month) 

The following application for Provi-
sional Membership has been received: 

Nathalie Avar   Dürrenmattweg 51, 
CH-4123 Allschwil, Switzerland  
Home: 0041 61 301 09 25  Email: 
n.avar@bluewin.ch.  Nathalie is a com-
mercial clerk and owns 2 Pulik. Her 
primary interest in Pulik is as compan-
ions and pets. Nathalie has signed the 

Guidelines and is sponsored by Kathy 
Allen and Art Sorkin.  

Membership updates: 

John & Janet Owens  12684 Mac-
Donald Drive, Ojai CA 93023 

Please send any membership queries or 
updates to  

 

Lee Parsons,  

13950 Walnut Canyon 

Helotes, TX 78023 

Email: lee.parsons@att.net  

  

 

 

 

Motions: 

 

I, Bette Tannen, move to accept the 

notes of the Board meetings held on 

April 8, 2014 & May 13, 2014. 

Second: Julie Schuh 

Motion Passed 

 

I, Dagmar Fertl, make the motion that 

PCA pay for all expenses incurred by 

the 2015 National Specialty Coordina-

tor, while she researches the venue lo-

cation in person. 

Second: Julie Schuh 

Motion Passed 

 

I, Kathy Allen, make the motion that 

the Board accept the changes to the 

PCA Guidelines as presented in the tech 

edited document. 

Second: Dave Johnson 

Motion Passed 

 

I, Julie Schuh make a motion to accept 

the application for membership of 

Nathalie Avar.  

Second: Jackie Beaudoin 

Motion Passed 

 

I, Dagmar Fertl, make the motion that 

PCA approve the contacting of older 

Members or former members and in-

vite them to the 2015 (60th Anniver-

sary) Specialty and approve expenses 

associated with the invitations and mail-

ings.   

Second: Dave Johnson  

Motion Passed 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Kathy Allen 

Recording Secretary, PCA 

 

 

 

It has been a busy first few months as 
Corresponding Secretary, and I am fi-
nally beginning to make some sense of 
my position.  I have made a few mis-
takes, thankfully none that could not be 
rectified!  

Applications to the AKC to hold our 
2014 National Specialty Shows in Con-

formation, Sweepstakes and Herding  
were submitted and approved.  The 
Specialty Chair, Patty Anspach has been 
a great guide, navigating me through 
this side of showing.  Linore Cleveland, 
our Herding Chair even filled out the 
applications for me – all I had to do was 
sign and mail!   

I have been contacted by 12 people 
across the country looking for contact 
information on purchasing a Puli puppy 

and have put these people in contact 
with PCA members listed on the breed-
ers listing.  If you are expecting a litter, 
or have puppies available and wish me 
to be able to give your contact informa-
tion out when I am contacted, please let 
me know.  Sometimes these things hap-
pen between Puli News publication 
dates, or website updates and I cannot 
refer people to you if I don’t know 
what you have available. 
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I have mailed out and received back the 
nominations for the 2017 National Spe-
cialty Judge.  Thank you so much to all 
who took the time to nominate your 
favorite judge!  The results have been 
tallied and in the next couple of weeks 
you will receive a list of the top 10 
nominees from which to make your 
final vote.  Final votes will be counted 
during the Specialty in October. 

I have received a communication from 
AKC regarding a “Meet the Breeds” 
event to be held during the AKC/
Eukanuba National Championship on 
December 13 and 14, 2014 in Orlando, 
FL.  If you live in Florida, or are going 
to the show and are willing to spend 
some time in the booth with your Puli
(k) educating people about our wonder-
ful breed – please let me know as soon 
as possible.  

We still have two openings for the fol-
lowing committees:  Public Education 

and Legislative Liaison.  Please consider 
volunteering your skills, and if you 
want to volunteer and these positions 
do not seem right, send me an email 
and tell me what you like to do and we 
will find a place for you!  

Respectfully submitted, 

Julie Schuh, PCA Corresponding Secre-
tary 

pulihouse@new.rr.com 

Corresponding Secretary 

(continued) 

Health Committee 

 

  
OFA Quarterly Breed Report 7/7/2014 PULI

Puli Name Reg # Sex Age OFA ID Test CHIC #

APPLEGATE'S PETITE VEREDOT DN32845402 F 24 PU-DM119/24F-PI-CAR DM

BHAVEN'S KICSI KEKITO DN23528103 F 65 PU-DM120/65F-VPI DM

CATSUN CLASS ACT AC03965803 M 143 PU-DM127/143M-PI DM

CATSUN CORALLINE FOR HAMPATONG AH02997601 F 83 PU-DM126/83F-PI DM

FUZZY FARM PIECE OF MY HEART DN38828102 F 1 PU-EYE31/F-VPI Eye

1 PU-BR4/1F-VPI Ear

FUZZY FARM YOU SPICE UP MY LIFE DN28828101 M 1 PU-BR3/1M-VPI Ear

HAMPATONG TRICK OR TREAT AM04671101 F 30 PU-DM129/30F-PI DM

HAMZABEGI-IMBORAM BUZAVIRAG DN19257701 F 84 PU-EYE29/84F-VPI Eye

KITRIANA'S PRIDE DN33210803 M 24 PU-1772E24M-VPI Hips

24 PU-EL146M24-VPI Elbow

24 PU-PA171/24/M/P-VPI Patella

26 PU-DM125/26M-VPI DM

KITRIANA'S REGGIE LASS DN25510602 F 57 PU-DM122/57F-VPI DM

LAMBAK KEEPER OF CAMELOT DN32156304 F 33 PU-1776G33F-VPI Hips

PU-PA173/33F/P-VPI Patella

NOE BARKAJA IBOLYA FEKETE DN33518101 F 25 PU-DM123/25F-VPI DM

NOE BARKAJA IR CSOKOLO DN28424701 F 48 PU-DM121/48F-VPI DM

NOE BARKAJA ROZMAR DN35275801 F 19 PU-DM124/19F-NOPI DM

PEEK A POTLICKER PULI not registered F 39 PU-1775E39F-PI Hips

PIROSKAI QUIDDITCH DN29231801 F 40 PU-TH19/40F-VPI Thyroid 85571

PIROSKAI SOSUEME DN53831004 M 13 PU-TH20/13M-VPI Thyroid

PRYDAIN TRADE SECRET DN0420205 M 131 PU-DM130/131M-PI DM

ROUNDABOUT'S TARANIS TARVOS DN31782906 M 33 PU-EYE30/33M-NOPI Eye

WYLDMOR DREAM ROCKS ON DN32408001 F 31 PU-1773G31F-VPI Hips

PU-EL147F31-VPI Elbow

WYLDMOR DIRTY LI'L SECRET DN32408002 F 31 PU-1774F31F-VPI Hips

PU-PA172/32F/P-VPI Elbow

WYLDMOR WAR DRUMS BY CATSUN A90901870 M 20 PU-DM128/20M-NOPI DM
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NEW TITLES 

 

 

 

Invictus Immerzu Isti 

“ISTI” 

“Isti” was awarded his Championship at the 

Ventura County Dog Fanciers Association Show 

on July 6th 2014  

under judge Mrs. Murrel Purkhiser 

 

Sire: CH Immerzu Backbeat 

Dam: CH Immerzu Everything Illuminated 

Owners: Tom & Melinda Peters  

Breeders: Tamzin Hart, Terry & Stephanie Horan  

 

 

CH Bakahazi-Pengo Kacer 

“KACER” 

“Kacer” was awared his Grand Championship title  

at the Rubber City Kennel Club Show  

 on January 1, 2014  

under judge Ms M C Murphy-East 

 

Sire: Tettyekornyeki Erasmus Edomer 

Dam: Kiralytelki Tucsok 

Owner: Kathleen Koteles  

Breeder: Katona Sandor 

Handler: Karen Booth 

 

GCH Mt Hood’s Peak Perfection HT BN RA NAP 
“KESZ” 

“Kesz” completed his Bronze Grand Championship Title at the 
Oakland Kennel Club Show 

on March 23, 2014 
under Judge John Wade 

 
Sire: CH Szeder’s Heads or Tails 
Dam: Mt Hood’s Gay Abandon 

Breeders: Linn Hiett & Bill Hiett 
Owners: Cathy Prozini, Jim Moen & Bill Hiett 

Handler: Jim Moen 

 

Applegate’s Petite Verdot CGC 
“PIPPA” 

“Pippa” finished her Rally Novice (RN) title at the 
York Dog Training Club trials in Red Lion PA 

on August 17, 2014 
under Jusge Katie Maess 

 
Sire: Applegate’s Where There’s A Will There’s A Way BN 

CGC 
Dam: GCH Applegate’s Dani on the Right Track 

Owners: Fran Levinson & Ron Sulliven 
Handler: Fran Levinson 
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Supported Entries 

Blue & Gray Cluster—Harrisburg PA    April 12 & 13, 2014 

Harrisburg KC—April 12  (6 dogs & 4 bitches) - Judge J. G. Reynolds 
 Herding Group 1 & BOB: GCH CH Wallbanger Fringe owned by Ann Bowley, Don Zeman & Beverly Zeman 
 BOS & BW & WB: Applegate’s Petite Verdot CGC owned by Fran Levinson & Ron Sullivan 
 Select Dog: GCH CH Zaydah Guns A Blazing owned by Rhonda Dimatteo 
 Select Bitch: CH Applegate’s Peppermint Patty owned by Fran Levinson 
 Winners Dog: Moonshadow Mind Games owned by Stacy Czekaj 
 Reserve Winners Dog: Szentimihalyi-Szabo Miksa owned by Larry Schroth & Gail Schroth 
 Reserve Winners Bitch: Prestige’s Lady Abigail owned by Larry Schroth & Gail Schroth 
Mason & Dixon KC—April 13 (6 dogs & 4 bitches) - Judge Mr. W. J. Sommerfelt 
 BOB: GCH CH Wallbanger Fringe  
 BOS & BW & WB: Applegate’s Petite Verdot CGC 
 Select Dog: GCH CH Zaydah Guns A Blazing 
 Select Bitch: CH Applegate’s Peppermint Patty 
 BW & WD: Szentimihalyi-Szabo Miksa 
 RWD: Moonshadow Mind Games 
 RWB: Prestige’s Lady Abigail 
  

 

 

Harrisburg KC—BOS, BW, WB 
Handled by Ann Bowley 

Mason & Dixon KC — BOS, BW,WB 
Handled by Ann Bowley 

 

C 
 

Harrisburg KC—Herding Group 1  
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Pictures from the Reliant Park World Series of Dog Shows 

Awards Table: July 18                                                        July 20 

Waiting to go in the ring: Pam and Christina & others 

Kelly Finn & Christina Solis 

Kelly Finn & Boris 

Susan McDaniel & Dani 

Richard & Bette Tannen 

Reliant Park World Series of Dog Shows — Houston TX  July 18, 20 2014 
 
Houston KC — July 18, 2014 (4 dogs, 8 bitches) - Judge Anna Quigley 
 BOB: CH Piroskai Quite The Talk Of Pajikos (B) owned by Pam Erstling & Irma Fertl 
 BOS, BW, WD:  Woodmark’s Roundabout owned by Bette Tannen & Richard Tannen 
 Select Bitch: GCH CH Roundabout Midnight At Woodmark owned by Bette Tannen & Richard Tannen 
 Winners Bitch: Piroskai Quidditch RN owned by Irma Fertl & Dagmar Fertl 
 RWD: Piroskai The Woodlands Tx At Pajikos owned by B Erstling & Pam Erstling 
 RWB: Woodmark’s The Hills Are Alive owned by Bette Tannen & Richard Tannen 
  
 
Galveston County KC — July 20, 2014 (4 dogs & 7 bitches) - Judge Ms. M. Koltes 
 BOB: CH Piroskai Quite The Talk Of Pajikos (B) owned by Pam Erstling & Irma Fertl 
 BOS, WD: Piroskai The Woodlands Tx At Pajikos 
 Select Bitch: GCH CH Roundabout Midnight At Woodmark 
 BW, WB: Woodmark’s The Hills Are Alive 
 RWD: Woodmark’s Roundabout 
 RWB: Piroskai Quidditch RN 
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In reviewing the Puli News coverage of the 2014 supported entry shows, your editor realized that a listing of the winners at the Coun-
try Music City Cluster never appeared in Puli News. 

 

Country Music City Cluster — March 7 & 8, 2014 
 
Tullahoma Kennel Club of Tennessee — March 7, 2014 (3 dogs & 4 bitches)—Judge Mr. G. K. Newton 
 BOB & Group 3: GCH CH Cordmaker Topsy Turvy (F) owned by Jackie Beaudoin, S Huebner, P Kelly 
 BOS:  CH Bowmaker Red White & Blue (D) owned by Glen Van Der Hart & Leslie Stallings 
 Select Dog: CH Mezok Ramanok BN RN CGC owned by Julie Schuh & Ian Schuh 
 Select Bitch: GCH CH Applegates Dani On The Right Track owned by Fran Levinson & Ron Sullivan 
 BW & WD: Piroskai Sosueme owned by Irma Fertl & Dagmar Fertl 
 WB: Kitriana’s Reggie Lass RN HSAs CGC owned by Anne Kemp 
 RWB: Applegate’s Peppermint Patty owned by Fran Levinson 
 
Tullahoma Kennel Club of Tennessee — March 8, 2014 (3 dogs & 10 bitches) — Judge Mr. K. A. Buxton 
 BOB & Group 4: GCH CH Cordmaker Topsy Turvy 
 BOS: CH Bowmaker Red White & Blue  
 Select Dog: CH Mezok Ramanok BN RN CGC 
 Select Bitch: GCH CH Applegates Dani On The Right Track 
 BW & WD: Piroskai Sosume 
 WB: Kitriana’s Reggie Lass RN HSAs CGC 
 RWB: Moonshadows Csodas Renata NA NAJ NF owned by Jane Exum 
 
 

MEET THE BREEDS 

Martha Schumacher & Kudos                                       

Christina Solis & Graham Gaskill & their dogs                           

“Meet the Breeds” at the Reliant Park World Series of Dog Shows 
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ALL TIME TOP PRODUCING PULI DAMS & SIRES 

Producing offspring that earned Champion titles 

 

Addition to Top-Producing Puli Dams : 
 MT. HOOD'S LENKE OF TORDOR, CD.  Lenke produced eight champions, which places her in a tie with the others listed in  
 9th place. 
 
Lenke was bred three times.  Her last litter produced 5 puppies, all of which became champions.  This litter is very significant in a 
statistical sense because the sire was CH CSANYTELEKI CIGANY, and it was the last litter Ciggy sired before his death.  It is this 
litter of Lenke's that placed Ciggy as the All Time Top-Producing Sire.   
 
Correction to Top-Producing Puli Sire: 
 CH Szeder’s Terminator of Tordor sired 12 champions, not just the 9 shown in the April 2014 issue of PN 

Since the printing of our special Puli Dams, Sires, and BIS winners in the April 2014 issue of Puli News, several additions/corrections 
were brought to our attention. The initial set of additions and corrections were printed in the June 2014 issue of Puli News. Addi-
tional corrections and additions are noted above. 

  AKC records in digital form are not complete for the early years — so we urge anyone who has been involved in Pulis for some time 
to check out the listings that were included in the April, June, and August 2014 editions of Puli News.  If you find that you had a Puli 
(or have the information about a Puli) that was either not included on the list or had incorrect statistics specified, please let Barbe Pes-
sina know — she is keeping the historical record of these Special Puli Dams, Sires, and BIS Winners.   

When is a PULI not a Puli? 
Look carefully---- This is yarn on a coathanger that my secretary,Lee 

Wilson made for me when I was in the Hospital. 
The nurses all thought it was real! 

Don Gold 
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NOTES OF INTEREST 

 
2015  PULI SPECIALTY 

Mark your calendar and start making plans to attend the Diamond Anniversary [ 60th ] of the Puli Club of America. This will be an 
Independent National. The dates are October 15, 16, 17, and 18. We are planning 2 Obedience Trials, 2 Rally Trials, 2 Agility Trials 
and 2 herding Tests and Trials and 2 Sweeps and 1 National and 1 Regional Show. 
The show will be held at The Roberts Centre , 123 Gano Rd , Wilmington, OH 45177. 
See you there ! 
 

2014 MEET THE BREEDS—ORLANDO FL 
As part of the AKC/Eukanuba National Championship, AKC will host a  “Meet the Breeds” on Saturday December 13, 2014 and Sun-
day December 14, 2014. PCA members Kelly Rankin Legault and Stephen Legault, residents of Florida have generously agreed to 
coordinate/chair the Puli participation in the Meet the Breeds event and that we are so thankful for their generosity!  Please contact 
Kelly or Stephen if you would be willing to bring your Puli to meet the public (kelly.legault2comcast.net) 

 

JUDGES EDUCATION SEMINAR 
PCA Judges Education will be presenting a Puli seminar in conjunction with the AKC/DJAA Advanced Judges Institute at the Or-
lando cluster of dog shows in Orlando, FL.  The Puli presentation will be on Thursday, December 11, 2014 from 11:00 a.m. - 12:30 
p.m.  If you are planning on attending and willing to use your dog in the judges hands on workshop, can you please let me know as 
soon as possible, but no later than October 10, 2014.  We would like to have 6 dogs present for this exercise. (See oage 31 of this PN 
issue for a list of the members of the Judges Education committee and contact one of them if you can help.) 

 

 

 

Correction: In the June Issue of Puli News, the name of the Dam of the #1 Puli in Agility (CH MACH Piroskai Nutn Bt Bliss 4 Mardi 
Gras PT MXS MJS XF) was incorrectly given.  The correct name is: CH Piroskai Kloak ‘N Dagger RN CGC VP 

 

PULI STAR 
At the Central Kentucky Herding Group Club’s Herding Trial on May 31, 2014,  a Puli, CH Kitriana’s Reggie Lass RN HSAs CGC 
owned by Anne Kemp and handled by her herding trainer, took HIGH IN TRIAL from the Herding Started Course A Ducks class with 
a score of 88. 
 

 

 

Has your dog finished an AKC title?  
Titles now include the certificate programs 

recognized by the PCA Versatile Puli program 
Puli News will print information about the Title earned for free 
— for $10 Puli News will also print a picture of the win .  So 

send in your information to  
pulinewseditor@gmail.com 

(and include a scanned picture or use USPS to send the picture 
to your editor; mailed photos will be returned) 

If you’ve had a special win, Puli News will also print that infor-
mation for free. 

Don’t forget you can brag about  

your dog’s accomplishments  

even if they aren’t with AKC titling programs 

 Puli News accepts advertisements 

Where you can “brag” about such accomplishments 

 

 

 

See page 32 of this issue for more information 

 Quarter page 

 Half page 

 Full Page 
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Immerzu Kamchatka,  “Balint”,   owned by Melinda & Tom Peters 

November 23, 2000—July 7, 2014 

Balint was a remarkable boy and we are so sad to lose him  

Melinda & Tom Peters 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR 
the 2014 Puli National Specialty 

October 16-20, 2014 
Springfield MA/Enfield CT 

 
CORRECTION:  Unfortunately, the room rate for the Holiday Inn Enfield was misprinted in the flyer and the June issue of Puli 
News.  The correct rate is $99 per night plus tax.   There is a $50 non-refundable pet fee that covers the whole stay. The reason for 
that fee is that the State of Connecticut requires the Hotel to totally clean each room that has had dogs in it. That means steam clean-
ing carpets , stripping the room and sanitizing it and everything in the room.  
 

APOLOGY from our Show Chair: 
I wish to apologize to The Pilgrim Puli Club for referring to them as the Puli Club of Connecticut in the Flyer. The Pilgrim Puli 
Club has done  yeoman’s work every time they have been asked to help with the Specialty. This year is no different. They are assem-
bling the Hospitality bags and delivering them to the Hotel. This will save so much time and avoid the last minute rush to assemble 
them at the Hotel.   
I cannot thank The Pilgrim Puli Club enough for all their work and I sincerely apologize for my error. — Patty Anspach 
 

OBEDIENCE & RALLY  
When you receive the Premium for the Leaf Peepers Cluster [ our National Specialty Show ] it will say on the front cover page “ Obe-
dience Classes Not Offered At These Shows “. Not to worry ! 
PCA is having its own Obedience and Rally Trial for Pulik only at the same location. A separate mailing of the Obedience and Rally 
Premium will be sent to all PCA members by MB-F. 
 
BRACE CLASS 
Brace Class will not be offered at this year’s Specialty Shows 

PREMIUM FOR HERDING TESTS 

The premium list for the Herding Tests to be held on October 20 as part of our National Specialty will be available the end of August 

on the PCA web-site (puliclub.org).  If you need a hard copy of the premium list, please contact the Trial Secretary for the Herding 

tests at pcaherding@gmail.com or call her at 830-257-7814. (Linore Cleveland is the trial secretary for the event.)  The closing date 

for PT and HT entries is October 5, 2014.  While we are accepting Day of Test entries for the Instinct Test, it would help in the plan-

ning for the event if you could send your entries for the Instinct Testing in by October 5 if you know that you are going to have your 

Puli instinct tested. HT and PT entries must arrive by the closing date. Two qualifying scores are necessary to earn an Instinct certifi-

cation or test title (HT, PT). We are doing two sets of tests on the 20th of October so you can earn both qualifying scores in one day.  

We have set an entry limit (pre-entry and day of test) of 16 Pulik for each set of tests.  The tests will be run indoors on a dirt surface. 

 

CLOTHING 

Links for ordering clothing are now available on the Puli Club website (puliclub.org).  If you want to pick up your order at the show, 

you must order BEFORE October 1.  After that date, or if you are not coming to the show, please pay the vendor for shipping your 

order to you.  Contact information for the vendor is: The Son of a Stitch, 275 Frenchtown Rd, East Greenwich, RI 02818 USA 

Phone: 401-824-9886 . 
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WELCOME PARTY — A PULI  WELCOME GATHERING 

On Friday evening , October 17, 2014, PCA is sponsoring a Welcome Gathering at the Host Hotel [ The Holiday Inn, Enfield-
Springfield ] 

THIS GATHERING IS FOR ALL THOSE WHO LOVE AND ARE INTERESTED IN THE PULI. THAT MEANS EVERYONE , 
NOT ONLY THOSE SHOWING OR JUST ATTENDING THE SHOW. We hope to renew old friendships and make new ones. 

It is not feasible to hold such a gathering at the Show Grounds as it is hard to interact when half of us are preparing and  showing our 
dogs. This is a very intense and nervous time for many of us and our Pulik . The show giving clubs, who are our hosts for the week-
end, stated in the Premium there is no room for un-entered dogs.  The following is also printed in the Show premium: All dogs 
must have a current rabies vaccination certificate & it must be available for inspection at the shows, if so re-
quired.   It would be advisable for all to carry such a document, both at the show and at the hotel. 

Taking into consideration the difficulties the show grounds and show present, PCA will host an informal Welcome Gathering in the 
Hotel Friday evening starting at 7PM. Dogs are not allowed in the Hotel unless you are staying there and then only in certain areas. 
You must keep your Puli leashed at all times . This is for safety reasons, and required by both PCA and the Holiday Inn. 

Again, PCA invites ALL who are interested in the Puli, are owned by a Puli , in fact all PULI people, to join us. Cake and coffee and 
tea will be provided along with a cash bar.  The Specialty Silent Auction will also be held that evening — there are always lots of inter-
esting items, many of them Puli related in the Silent Auction. 

PLEASE COME, WE WOULD LOVE TO CHAT WITH YOU  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

BANQUET and Annual Meeting 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SATURDAY October 18, 2014 at 7 pm 

HOLIDAY INN SPRINGFIELD/ENFIELD 
ONE BRIGHT MEADOW BLVD 

Enfield , CT 06082 

Make your reservations now!!!  Cost is $55.  Deadline for reservations is September 15. Menu and options to make a reservation (on-
line or a form to mail) are at the Puli Club of America website (puliclub.org).  You do not need to be a member of the Puli Club to 
attend — come and meet fellow Puli fanciers, enjoy the food and the company, make new friends or renew old friendships.  Continue 
conversations started at the Welcoming Party on Friday evening. 

A short annual meeting of the Puli Club is held as part of the evening event—non-members may not vote or contribute to the discus-
sions during this portion of the evening. But there is so much time for fun and fellowship during the evening that the meeting isn’t 
really a distraction. 
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 TRAVEL NOTE 

When traveling with your pet, you need to plan ahead. 

1 -  Check ahead for pet friendly motels/hotels. 
2 - Know what the weather will be. If driving in hot weather, take along battery powered fans in case of a break-down. In cold 
weather , have space blankets [ they are also helpful in hot weather ] 
3 - Take along food [ if flying have at least 2 meals ] and water. 
4 - Consult your Veterinarian. Let him/her know your plans so they can check on local laws about health certificates and disease out-
breaks. Ask about taking along medicines for diarrhea and the like. Make sure all your vaccinations are up to date. 
5 - Be sure to always travel with a copy of your rabies vaccinations and booster information in case you are questioned by the Dept. of 
Health in any state you are travelling thru and in case of emergencies and you need to Board your pet or seek treatment 
 
SILENT AUCTION 
Please gather the items you’d like to donate to the Specialty’s Silent Auction which will be held this year at the Welcoming Party on 
Friday evening.  Either bring them with you if you are coming to the Specialty or be sure to get them to Ted Lawson.  They MUST 
arrive by September 27 if you mail them to Ted. 
 
Ted Lawson 
11851 Belair #103 
San Antonio, TX 78213-4858 
 
 

 

WHY ATTEND THE PULI NATIONAL SPECIALY EVEN IF YOUR DOG ISN’T COMPETING? 

By Carol Byers 

Or even if your dog isn’t going to be with you?  The first time I attended the event, I was without a Puli, but seeing Susi Szeremy’s 
fully-corded dog jump into her arms with unrestrained happiness again and again was worth the trip alone.  And I met kind, informa-
tive and humorous people too numerous to name! 

There is sufficient time for fun and supportive information-sharing during the several days of the National Specialty: at breakfast, lunch 
and cocktail “hour” (loosely defined), for example.  Step outside the hotel to see Puik being groomed on their tables, a demonstration 
of different gaits or puppies being socialized in a pen next to their RV.  By the time you go home, you will have learned things you 
may never have thought about. (E.G. someone suggested black Pulis used to be blacker, i.e., more pigmented.) 

Even if you have no interest in competing with your dog, it is captivating to see many gathered together at one time: all that springi-
ness, the flying cords, the perceptiveness, those almond eyes!  The dogs’ cumulative high spirts are apparent and contagious. 

An official who has judged various dogs at both Westminster and Crofts wrote that he enjoys any breed’s National Specialty better 
than an all-breed dog show.  He claims that is because the event is a celebration of a specific breed by individuals who have a more 
thorough knowledge of it than anyone, often having spent years of their lives with this one kind of dog.  You can study the standard at 
the Judges’ Education meeting and the acceptable variations on the theme: then witness the similarities and differences in appearances 
for yourself. 

For instance, throughout the several days of the event, you'll note dogs that appear slightly “squarer” or have narrower cords than oth-
ers.  Not all adult dogs’ coats are corded, however; and especially in you venture over to the obedience, rally, agility or herding areas, 
you can view different “hairstyles”.  In any event, maybe you see a dog whose sheen you admire: ask the person attached to the leash 
what he or she uses to gain that  shine.  You may learn of an inexpensive olive oil product available from Walmart or something ex-
pensive to be ordered online from a smaller business. 

In fact, this is the sort of information offered at the grooming session (“Puli Coat Care”) which is scheduled for Thursday.  Any ques-
tion you have will be answered whether it concerns how to avoid muffin ears, what to do about a tubular tail, or the best way to clean 
a mess under the tail (aka “PPB”, Puli Poop Butt).  Grooming is much easier to learn first hand, with a dog in front of you. 

In the past, invited speakers have been impressive.  Last year veterinarian Dr. Wendy Wallace spoke of the subject of a book she co-
authored, “Structure in Action: The Makings of a Durable Dog”.  Dr. Wallace has a standard vet practice but is also trained in canine 
acupuncture and massage.  She mentioned that active dogs need to be evaluated yearly as they age to ensure they aren’t exercising 
with damaged parts (apparently, sometimes they’re too happy running and jumping or too interested in pleasing you to let on).  After 
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her talk she evaluated a PCA member’s puppy and another’s dog.  At an earlier Specialty, Liz Hansen from the College of Veterinary 
Medicine of the University of Missouri spoke about a disease making its presence known to our breed: degenerative myelopathy. Ms. 
Hansen’s organization has been carrying out in-depth research of this debilitating disease (present in mixed breeds as well, she said).  
After her leture, a PCA member rose to share his dog’s experiences with DM. 

During the Puli Specialty (with its Pulik-only competitions) an all-breed dog show sponsored by two northeastern kennel clubs is con-
ducted, providing a good opportunity to see your second-, third– and fourth-favorite breeds.  Of course, there are events where Pulis 
compete with some of these dogs: agility to name one example; or to name another, the best of the herding breeds in the conforma-
tion ring. 

If you can handle any more stimulation, visit the vendors selling products, some of which may be local and not available at the Petco-
near-you. Often, there are booths with information about canine health, too. 

Make friends or renew acquaintances, meet people you only know from Facebook, learn how the Puli Club of America functions and 
about opportunities for volunteering, gain knowledge of the four-legged animal with whom you share your home, meet club members 
who are active in the various AKC-sponsored events such as agility, congratulate those who have won awards, see New England’s au-
tumn colors.  The National Specialty is so SPECIAL that visitors are traveling all the way from Australia (without their Pulik) to at-
tend. 

You know how much you enjoy a Puli.  The idea of spending several days with like-minded people at an annual event devoted to the 
breed is attractive, even irresistible. 

Caught at the Greater Shelby KC show in Southhaven MS — from left to right, Glen Van Der Hart with CH 
Bowmaker Red White & Blue, Sherry Gibson, Les Stallings with  Bowmaker Life of the Party, and Don Gold 
with Vastsjo L. E. of Talisman HSAds HSBd HIAd 
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The AKC Top Herding Pulik 

Starting January 1, 2013, ending December 31, 2013 

Rank Name (with AKC titles as of 12/31/2013) Owned by  

1  Vastsjo L.E. of Talisman HSAds HSBd HIAd Don Gold David Gold 

2 CH Kitriana’s Reggie Lass RN HSAs CGC Anne Kemp  

3 CH Bartok’s Harvest Song CDX PT Nancy C Kelly  

4 GCH CH Mt Hood’s Peak Perfection CD BN RA HT NAP Catharine Prozini Jim Moen, Bill 
Hiett 

And  

Those Pulik who began their herding careers in 2013  
by earning AKC Herding Instinct Tested Certification (IT) 

 
(this year — all these ITs were earned at our 2013 National Specialty) 

Name Owned by 

Superflys Katia Alessandra Zsofronia Sandra Davis Lakeman, Jennifer Lakeman 

Bowsmaker Lucy in The Sky Arleen G Miller, Jon L Miller 

GCH CH Wallbanger It’s All In The Genes Sandra K Schickedanz 

CH Wallbanger Accordingly Full of Spunk Beverly T Zeman, Don Zeman, Ann J Bowley 

Sunday’s Raki Jerrold S Wittert 

CH Vadrozsa Fashionista Kathy Allen, Ross Allen 

Sinergi Sometime Soon Francois Joly, S Lee 

The AKC Herding Program offers a set of Herding Tests (Instinct Tested Certification, Herding Tested Title (HT), Pre-Trial Tested 
Title (PT)) and a Herding Trial program.   

The Herding Tests are judged on a past/fail basis and a dog must earn a pass from two different AKC Herding Judges in a test class to 
earn the certification or title.   

In the Herding Trial Program, competitions are held at three levels (Started, Intermediate, and Advanced) and on three different 
courses (course A, course B, and course C).  A qualifying score shall be 60 or more points (out of 100 possible points) in all classes, 
provided no single point category is scored at less than one-half the available points for each judged section of the course.  A dog needs 
three (3) qualifying scores from at least two different AKC judges at a particular level on a particular course with a particular kind of 
livestock in order to be awarded the herding title.  Separate titles may be earned for each course at each level. If the dog titles on the 
same course at the same level with different livestock, the livestock portions of the titles are combined. 

Herding titles begin with an “H”.  The second letter in the title designates the level: “S” for started, “I” for intermediate, and “A” for 
advanced.  The third letter in the title designates the course run: “A” for A Course, “B” for B course, “C” for C course.  The additional 
letters in the title indicate the stock: “s” for sheep, “d” for ducks/poultry, “c” for cattle. 

So, for example, if a Puli earns the HSAds title, that means the Puli earned three qualifying scores on a Started level A Course with 
ducks and also earned three qualifying scores on a Started level A course with sheep. 
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#1           VASTSJO L. E. OF TALISMAN HSAds HSBd HIAd    
 “L. E.”   

Owned by David Gold,  Trained and handled by Don Gold 
Bred by Tore & Kerstin Myreback  

DOB: 15 October 2001 (F) 
Sire: Swedish CH Akerby Amicus Veriatis  Dam: Swedish CH Vastsjo Filippa Ferlin  

  
         

L. E. and I are again very proud to be in the PCA top 10 herding.  We congratulate not just those who titled, but all who tried.  

You are our Heroes!!! 

L.E. trials at the Advanced Level in all courses of AHBA, ASCA, and AKC on both sheep and ducks.  She is Internationally confirmed 
as MOST TITLED PULI STOCKDOG IN THE WORLD and the only Puli to ever earn a Large Flock title (25 sheep). 

When L.E. and I compete we represent the entire club — WE PROUDLY SAY “A PULI CAN HERD”!!! 

—Don Gold 
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#2        CH KITRIANA’S REGGIE LASS RN HSAs CGC  
“Reggie” 

Owned by Anne Kemp 
Bred By  Anne Kemp 

DOB: 29 July 2009 (F) 
Sire:  CH Kitriana’s Whats A P Diddy  Dam: CH Prydain Jazmin of Kitriana RN  

Reggie is a joy to work with in any venue, be it rally, obedience, conformation or herding. But herding is her favorite! She is very fo-
cused and calm with both sheep and ducks. She received placements in her trials to complete her HSAs and, after only two herding 
lessons with ducks, she earned a high in trial on her first leg for HSAd this year with ducks. She also has completed her started title 
with AHBA. She is currently training for  intermediate level and will compete this fall for her HIA titles. 
  
                                                                                                  Thanks so much,  Anne 
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# 3                  CH BARTOK’S HARVEST SONG CDX PT  
“Shaker” 

Owned by Nancy C Kelly 
Bred By Nancy C Kelly 

DOB:  10 May2011  (F) 
Sire:  CH Moonshadow Mind Over Matter     Dam: CH OTCH Bartok’s Mikrokosmos UDX5 OM9 VER 

HSAs VPA    

# 4         GCH CH MT HOOD’S PEAK PERFECTION CD BN RA 
HT NAP VP 

“Kesz” 
Owned by Catharine Pronzini, James M Moen & Bill Hiett 

Bred By Linn Hiett & Bill Hiett 
DOB:  26 November 2008  (M) 

Sire: CH Szeder’s Heads Or Tails    Dam: Mt Hood’ Gay Abandon  

“Kesz” and I really enjoy our herding lessons.  We 
might be farther along, if he would only listen to me, 
but he is a Puli.  “Kesz” likes to get ‘up close and per-
sonal’ with the sheep, not always to the sheep’s liking.  
But we are improving and hope to achieve another 
herding title someday.  In the meantime, we have a lot 
of fun; we have a great trainer, a great facility and a 
really supportive group of co-students. 

—Cathy Pronzini 

 

 

 

Shaker has a very good sense about stock and is very biddable.  She 
does not like her stock to escape her, whether it is sheep or 
ducks.  Although she likes to run and likes movement in her stock, 
she is generally pretty careful to keep the stock together and not 
intentionally try to split them to make them run.  We have con-
tinued to work on our herding skills but it is difficult for me to get 
on either sheep or ducks more often than once a month since I 
moved north of Atlanta. And while she will work in hot weather, 
she gets heated up pretty quickly so we have been doing more 
short work sessions this summer.  I do look forward to more 
herding and competing in the trial levels in the next year.   

 — Nancy Kelly 
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OLD DOGS ARE  THE BEST DOGS 

Do you have a good old dog?  Most dog owners will 
agree, old dogs are the best dogs.  Loyal compan-
ionship , coupled with bursts of playful puppy en-
ergy, older dogs are treasured members of many 
households. 

Thanks to increased veterinary care and advances in 
medical treatment, more people are enjoying the 
loyalty of their dogs for a longer period of time.  
The veterinary community estimates that 50% of 
canine patients are now senior or geriatric patients.  
Senior dogs are at least 8 years old.  Geriatric dogs 
are 10 years old, or more. 

Coming in September and October, CHF will kick 
off Old Dogs are the Best Dogs, an educational series 
devoted to the health concerns of senior  and geriat-
ric dogs.  Articles and podcasts will be released with 

information to help dog owners provide the best 
care for their good old dogs. 

Resources will include: 
 What defines a Senior Dog/What Does Aging 

Look Like 
 Hypertension in Dogs 
 Conditioning Older Dogs 
 Anesthesia in Older Dogs 
 General Nutrition for Senior Dogs 
 Rehab for Older Dogs 
 Geriatric Health Concerns 
 Nutrition for Performance and Longevity 
 Age-Related Cardiovascular Disease 
 
Check out the AKC Canine Health Foundation web-
site (www.akcchf.org) and social media for further 
information on our geriatric series: Old Dogs are the 
Best Dogs. 

Puli News has been  granted permission by the AKC Canine Health Foundation to re-print the following article from the AKC. 

Canine Health Foundation publication DISCOVERIES—Summer 2014 pages 9 & 11 

Nutrition Can Help Improve the Effect 
of Cognitive Dysfunction in Older 
Dogs 

Old dogs sleep more than when they were younger.  Every-
one knows that.  But when senior dogs become disoriented 
in the familiar surroundings of their home or act confused by 
people who have cared for them their entire lives, it can be 
unsettling. 

Imagine your dog seemingly undergoing a personality change 
that includes forgetting housetraining skills, being less alert 
and having a mixed-up sleep-wake pattern.  These behav-
ioral changes are attributed to a condition common in older 
dogs known as cognitive dysfunction syndrome (CDS). 

Studies show that 20 to 30 percent of dogs over 7 to 9 years 
of age show signs of cognitive dysfunction.  In dogs over 14 
years of age, it increases to 68 percent of dogs. 

“Canine aging is known to affect learning and various types 
of memory,” says Karen Overall, VMD, PhD, DACVB.  “In 
dogs, cognitive dysfunction syndrome is usually diagnosed 
based on a history of disorientation, alterations to social and 

interactive behaviors, changes in locomotor behavior and 
sleep-wake cycles, and loss of housetraining.  In the begin-
ning, dogs may have only slightly altered sleep cycles and 
appear anxious.  Social-interactive behaviors may first appear 
as increased neediness but then change to aloof disengage-
ment.” 

Understanding the cause of CDS involves examining the 
cognitive and molecular changes that occur in the brains of 
aging dogs.  “The cumulative burden of oxidative stress over 
time is the most common topic examined in brain aging,” 
Dr. Overall says.  “It appears to affect all major classes of 
molecules involved in neurotransmission.” 

Among the changes that occur are physical atrophy in certain 
areas of the brain, increases in oxidative damage and de-
creases in mitochondrial energy metabolism.  Free radicals 
play an important role in aging, and the brain is particularly 
susceptible to the effect of free radicals because it has a high 
rate of oxidative metabolism, a high content of lipids, or 
fats, and a limited ability to regenerate. 

Dietary or supplemental antioxidants are know to decrease 
the damaging effects of free radicals.  Some studies have 
shown improved memory or cognitive performance in dogs 
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fed antioxidant-enriched diets or supplements combined 
with behavioral enrichment in senior dogs. 

DHA (docosahexaenoic acid), a long-chain polyunsaturated 
omega-3 fatty acid, plays an important role in normal neural 
functions.  Several studies have shown a decrease of DHA in 
the aging brain.  Supplementation with fish oil results in im-
proved neural development and learning ability in young 
dogs, but more research is needed to learn whether there is 
a benefit from DHA in canine cognitive disorders. 

In addition to potential benefits from antioxidants and long-
chain omega-3 fatty acids, alternative brain energy may help 
offset cognitive decline. The brain accounts for only 2 to 3 
percent of body weight, but uses 25 percent of the body’s 
glucose.  Glucose is believed to be the primary energy 
source of neurons in the brain and central nervous systems, 
though glucose metabolism becomes less efficient with ag-
ing.  Thus, alternative sources of energy are needed to sup-
port the high-energy requirements of the brain. 

Lactate and ketones are alternate energy sources that can 
easily be used by neural tissue.  Medium-chain triglycerides 
(MCTs) stimulate ketone production, which also crosses the 
blood-brain barrier and provide an energy source for neural 
tissue. 

“The reduction of brain glucose metabolism is a common 
feature associated with aging, a process that starts around 
middle age and may be partially responsible for age-
dependent cognitive decline,” says Purina Research Scientist 

Yuanlong Pan, PhD, who specializes in studying healthy ag-
ing. 

In a Purina study, researchers wanted to learn if dietary sup-
plementation with MCTs could improve cognition in aging 
dogs by providing the brain with ketones as an alternative 
energy source.  Ketone bodies are a natural endogenous en-
ergy source mainly produced by the liver from mobilization 
of endogenous body fat and used by tissues such as the brain, 
heart, kidney and muscle. 

Older dogs were randomly assigned to two groups based on 
cognitive tests.  They were fed a control diet or a diet con-
taining 5.5 percent MCTs for eight months.  During the 
feeding trial, dogs were tested on their learning ability, 
memory and attention. 

“Dogs fed the MCT diet showed significantly better per-
formance on most of the test than control dogs,” Dr Pan 
says.  “In summary, this study shows that dietary MCT sup-
plementation can significantly increase blood ketone concen-
trations and improve cognitive function in old, healthy 
dogs.” 

Owners of older dogs can take heart in knowing that diets 
enriched with alternative brain energy sources, such as 
MCTs, may help offset their dogs’ negative behavioral 
changes.  Combined with providing an interactive environ-
ment and activities, you may see a return to the behavior of 
your dog’s younger days. 

 

Senior and Geriatric Pulik recognized this year in our Top 10 for Herding, Agility, Obedience or Conformation 

Call Name Registered Name Date of Birth Ranking Venue 

L. E. Vastsjo L. E. of Talisman HSAds HSBd HIBd 10-2001 1 Herding 

Nici CH MACH2 Mardi Gras Nici of Fuzzy Farm 1-2004 4 Agility 

Buvi MACH2 Shaghaven Buvosh CDX RE MXC MJG2 NF 11-2001 5 Agility 

Stella CH Applegate’s Twinkle Little Star 11-2004 7 Agility 

Scootie MACH3 PACH Bowmaker Szereto Kutya CD RN MXS2 MJS3 MXPB MJP6 JMPS 
PAX NF 

7-1999 8 Agility 

Kicsi CH OTCH Bartok’s Mikrokosmos UDX5 OM8 VER HSAs 9-2005 1 Obedience 

Pipacs Bowmaker V Pipacs UDX3 OM5 RE HSAs NA MXJ 8-2001 6 Obedience 

Henry Henry Max CD BN RA 9-2004 8 Obedience 

Bear GCH CH Moonshadow Rongvos Kis Medve 12-2003 5 Conformation 

Joshua GCH CH Prydain Joshua IT CGC VP 12-2004 7 Conformation 
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 The following article is re-printed from the AKC Gazette, March 2014,Volume 131, Number 3 with permission from the AKC. It 
appeared as the PULIK Breed Column in the March 2014 issue. 

The Versatile Puli 

Pulik are recognized as being independent thinkers and hard workers as well as being agile and powerful, yet light on their 
feet.  They are able and willing to participate in a wide variety of activities with their humans, including conformation, 
herding, agility, obedience, rally obedience, therapy dog, tracking, Frisbee, flyball and canine freestyle.  While every Puli 
and owner may not be suited or interested in every activity, there are many fulfilling activities from which to choose. 

Since 2000, the Puli Club of America (PCA) has presented Versatile Puli Awards to those Pulik who have excelled in a va-
riety of performance disciplines, thereby celebrating the beauty, brains, and heart of the breed.  The PCA Versatile Puli 
discipline areas are Conformation, Herding, Obedience, Tracking, Agility, Rally Obedience, Temperament/Therapy and 
High in Trial/Best in Show. 

The Versatile Puli award is designed so that the average Puli and owner, with some effort, can earn one.  As a Puli earns 
more advanced titles in a discipline, the number of versatility points awarded increases. 

There are three levels of the Versatile Puli Award.  Versatile Puli (VP) is for those dogs successfully participating in at least 
three discipline areas and earning between seven and thirteen versatility points.  As a conformation title is not required for 
the VP, the VP is open to the pet as well as those conformation Pulik having at least a two-point win, but not completing 
the requirements for the Champion title. 

Versatility Puli Advanced (VPA) requires successful participation in at least three discipline areas and earning between 14 
and 19 versatility points (including at least one versatility point in both Herding and Conformation).  Versatility Puli Excel-
lent (VPX) is for those dogs successfully participating in at least four discipline areas (including at least one versatility point 
in both Herding and Conformation) and earning at least 20 versatility points. 

A total of 100 Versatile Puli awards have been awarded by PCA (with some Pulik awarded the VP having gone on to earn 
the VPA/VPX).  The vast majority (82) of titles earned were the VP with 15 for VPA and three for the VPX.  Some of 
these awards are posthumously awarded to Pulik by PCA members who submit the appropriate paperwork for their dogs.  
Slightly more male Pulik (58) have earned Versatile Puli awards. 

Eighty-eight of the Versatile Puli awards include Pulik who were major pointed or champions at the time.  Fifty-six of the 
awards included points from the Herding category.  The Obedience category includes Canine Good Citizen®, and 89 of 
the Versatile Puli awards draw from this category.  No Versatile Puli awards have yet included the Tracking category.  Fifty
-eight of the Versatile Puli awards reflect our membership’s participation in agility events.  Rally obedience is reflected in 
28 of the awarded Versatile Puli titles.  Twenty-four of the awarded Versatile Puli titles derived points from the Tempera-
ment/Therapy Dog category.  And last, but certainly not least, 17 of Versatile Puli titles reflect excellence in the form of 
High in Trial/Best in Show. 

A Puli who eans a VP/VPA/VPX possesses both breed type and working ability, representing the union of form and func-
tion.  These titles (and associated accomplishments to earn them) represent a considerable commitment from dog and 
owner. 

An award certificate is presented to each Versatile Puli awardee, and the owners get to have a short write-up and their 
Puli’s photo printed in the June issue of Puli News  (the PCA newsletter) at no charge. 

It is my hope that all PCA members will recognize the value of trying new disciplines and stretching their Pulik and them-
selves to attain these recognitions.  To apply for a Versatile Puli Award, PCA members can find the application form on the 
PCA website. 

—Dagmar Fertl, dfertl@gmail.com 

Puli Club of America website: Puliclub.org 
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PULI CLUB OF AMERICA RESCUE TRUST 

From Barbe Pessina 

The Rescue Trust had a busy 2013 with almost 18 dogs being placed thru rescue.  We can happily 
relate that none of these dogs came from known PCA member breeders, but were either from back-
yard breeders, foreign imports, or in some cases deceased owners with no knowledge of who the 
original breeder was.   Many of these dogs were owner turn ins, which means that the party that pur-
chased the dog no longer wanted them for whatever the reason – sometimes due to a move out of 
state or out of the country, financial problems, divorce.  In any event, rescue became the last resort 
for these dogs.   

 

Some of the dogs that we ultimately placed were the result of approximately 21 Pulis of all ages that 
were being sold at auction due to a puppy mill reduction in their breeding stock.  The Rescue Trust 
maintains a policy of NOT purchasing these dogs at auction because it only encourages the puppy 
mills to keep breeding these dogs.  What we have found is that a fair percentage of these dogs 
eventually find their way into rescue as they are pulled at auction by other so called rescue groups 
that then turn around and sell them at an increased price, calling them a puppy mill rescue and play-
ing on everyone’s emotions.  Sadly, many of the people who purchase a dog from these groups are 
ill suited for the temperament of a Puli who has suffered a lack of socialization and exposure as a 
puppy, and at some point they end up with us. 

 

(I will add on this note that there does seem to be a very real reduction in the number of puppy mills 
that are still mass producing Puli puppies, so hopefully our firm policy has started to make an im-
pact).  I do search the websites of many of these internet sites to see who is still active, and am very 
pleased that the numbers have dropped significantly. 

 

In many ways rescue has become somewhat of a glorified placement service and this detracts from 
the original purpose of rescue, which was to rehome and help any Puli who had lost their home be-
cause of the owner’s death, was found in a shelter, or loose on the street.  The Rescue Trust is try-
ing out a new plan of action on many of the rescue dogs.  It is very costly to take in all these dogs, 
board them, pay their vet bills and find new homes.  We have undertaken several placements thus 
far in 2014 where the rescue trust acted as a facilitator between the person wanting to place their 
dog thru rescue, and someone wanting to adopt a Puli.  In this way, we put the two parties in touch 
and ask them to work it out between them, and we’ve had several successful rescues thus far in 
2014 in this manner.  The goal is to put more of the onus back on the owner, and less on the people 
who do the work.  This isn’t always possible, but certainly is our first course of action when we can 
do this. 

 

There is a lot of time expended by the rescue trust members in responding to all the posts on social 
media about Pulis or Puli-mixes that are found in shelters and posted on line.  Anytime someone 
suspects a Puli in need there is a lot of emotion tied to the issue.  Rescue always tries to have a 
knowledgeable person check out a dog that we think may be a Puli, but we don’t have the man-
power to respond to every dog, in every location that has a long, shaggy coat especially when 
speaking with the shelter people we find that they have a docked tail, are only 12 inches tall or weigh 
12 lbs.  We generally ask the shelter to provide us with a head on photo, a profile and a photo that 
shows the dog clipped back.  This can usually help us to tell is it is a Puli or a mix.  It’s highly unlikely 
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that a lot of Pulis are running the streets, breeding indiscriminately and mix breed puppies showing 
up in shelters.  Rescue does not engage in mix breed rescue, and this is dictated by the terms of our 
401C3 tax status which only allows us to rescue pure bred dogs. 

We have also undertaken an on line tutorial on FB to try to demonstrate to people that many of the 
shaggy dogs in shelters are not a Puli.  Some of the photos appear below.  Take the test, and check 
your response on page 28. 

 

If anyone is interested in helping with rescue we always welcome new people. 

 

A B C 

D E 

F 

G 
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Meet PIPPA — A Rescue 
Pippa came into our family in April of 2013 - after being bounced around the country in at least three locations in her first 
seven or so months of life. On the car ride home she slept in my, or my husbands lap, and was a perfectly cuddly Puli. For 
the first sixteen or so hours on the drive back to the east coast we wondered if Barbe Pessina had been fooling us about 
some of the temperament concerns. The next day my parents brought our puli Sully back to our house and we introduced 
them on neutral ground. It went well, but certainly not perfect, Pippa cowered when meeting my extremely tall father 
(this continued when meeting men for quite a few months), was wary of my mother (and other adult women) but adored 
my younger sisters and nieces. Once Sully was back inside the four walls of our home she began her quest for dominance in 
the house. Sully was such a patient “big brother” and let her beat up on him quite often in that first month while they sorted 
a pecking order (I should add Sully is an extremely passive, laid back Puli - and I’m thankful for that). The biggest hurdle 
was her sudden, intense, fear of my husband after our initial 24 hour “honeymoon” phase. When Clint walked in the door, 
or even a room she would bark, lunge, and blockade herself under whatever piece of furniture she could wedge under. It 
was like the movie “50 First Dates” in the sense that every day when we got up, and every day when Clint came home she 
had to take time to get reacquainted with him. We reached out to Barbe for advice, and Fran Levinson, in addition to 
working one on one with an animal behaviorist. As a result my husband took a lot of responsibility with her, feeding her, 
walking her, individual playtime so that she could learn that men were not something to be scared of. It also involved a 
large supply of treats for praise! The family that had her previously had her for about a month. I can go back and find an 
email I sent to Barbe about six weeks in saying we had finally made it over the hump and she was no longer petrified of 
Clint. I wondered what would’ve happened if that family would’ve tried just a little bit longer. On a physical note, her 
coat reminded me of a cotton ball, I and our groomer tried our best to get her on track but it just seem to be traumatizing 
her, so we ultimately made the decision to shave her down. She was rather adorably funny looking, imagine a white Frag-
gle. Since then her cords have come in rather well, although she is a challenge to keep clean! Pippa has come an immensely 
long way, for some reason she always got along with our extended family dogs (her people, fellow Pulik make up some of 
that crew) and small children - but the progress she made from after the first six months with us of being able to play with 
neighborhood dogs and go on walks without barking her head off at our neighbors has been so rewarding. Often time she 
still is wary of strangers when they come in the house and often scampers under the sofa to then warm up a few minutes 
later.  She can commonly be found wedged as closely as she can get to my husband, sleeping with her head on his pillow 
most nights, a far cry from the teeth bearing scared Puli she was at first.  
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Meet WALLY—A Rescue 

Just a quick note on one of our successful rescue dogs.  This is Wally, he came over from Austria and was surrendered sev-
eral months later in Florida.  I picked him up and took him to meet his new owners from North Carolina.  Joyce and Harry 
Henderson had always had komondors and Wally was their first puli.  He has certainly brought a lot of excitement into 
their lives and they are all the richer for it.   He has surprised them with his large vocabulary - quite a talker is our 
Wally.   When they first got him, he would not let them drive on the interstate (we decided this was because that was how 
he arrived and that he was worried he wouldn't be staying).  He would pitch huge fits in the car until they found another 
route.  He didn't care for other dogs on a leash, off leash was fine.  He quickly made friends with the giant white dogs and 
now has a new komondor to play with.  I love that Joyce  updates me with new stories of Wally's quirks.   Her latest is that 
Wally has decided that he will only go potty in one certain area and even if he runs out with the other dogs and it's not in 
the particular yard he has determined is his new bathroom, he will go back in the house and will wait.  Wally is truly living 
up to the "it's not a dog, it's a puli" moniker. 

Editor’s Note:  Jane Exum saw Wally and his family about a month ago — she wrote the report on him.  There have been 
some previous mentions of Wally in  prior Puli News — he has become a great dog and loves his family (human and Ko-
mondor). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meet WHISK—A Rescue 
Whiskey—now Whisk—came into our lives on July 7, 2012.  He was six years old.  He came with his leash, bowls, food 
and pillow.  He also came with ‘white bone’, which they referred to as his binkie.  It was very obvious that his former fam-
ily did love and care for him, but their circumstances had changed and he was not adjusting.  They told us he “barks a lot”, 
is a “counter cruiser” did not go into a crate, had not gone for many rides in the car and when the car stopped he had to 
relieve himself immediately.  We picked him up in eastern Connecticut and had a long ride home to Ithaca, NY. 

He settled down in a sling on the back seat with his pillow and ‘white bone’.  The first time we stopped, he turned into a 
whirling dervish between the back seat and the front seat.  I eventually got the leash attached and we shot out of the car. I 
was hauled around the rest stop while he laid down poop in about five different places.  Thank goodness Mark was able to 
hold the leash while I picked up and, thus, avoided being face planted in it.  The next stop we were prepared and it was less 
eventful. 

Our home is very different from his former home.  Just the two of us, no kids, very rural and, most important, Max the 
Cat. When Max came into our home, we had another Puli, Griffie.  Max and Griffie had become great friends, but Griff 
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was always in charge.  After Griff died, Max became top cat, a position he still enjoys.  Max gave Whisk the usual and cus-
tomary cat-dog greeting — hiss, big fur and a claw.  Whisk just ignored Max.  After two days of hissing, fur raising and not 
getting any acknowledgement, he positioned himself so Whisk would have to walk closely by him.  A stare, tense body and 
VERY big fur.  Of course, once he was acknowledged, Max was all friendly.  They now touch noses sometimes and occa-
sionally sit together outside, but they don’t play driveway tag and who’s under the footstool. 

The biggest adjustment for Whisk was understanding he was not in charge of this household. Within weeks of bringing him 
home, I started working with a professional trainer.  Our trainer likened him to a ten year old in kindergarten.  We 
worked one-on-one with Russ for about five months.  Our first priority was to get him to recognize that I was in charge.  
Then we started working on the basics — calmly putting on the leash, walking calmly on the leash, coming when called, 
sit, down stay and eventually going into a crate.  Whisk can do all of these things, but training has been a bumpy road. 

He still barks a lot and is a counter cruiser.  An unwatched hamburger bun can be gone in a nanosecond—completely 
gone, not a crumb left.  We always know when someone comes up the driveway.  He barks almost constantly in the car 
and bolts out barking the minute the leash is snapped on.  He barks at house guests.  He barks a lot.  He has issues with the 
groomer, so he always has an interesting hair cut.  We’re working on this problem and suggestions are welcome. 

Whisk is a very intelligent dog, maybe the most intelligent Puli I have had.  I’ve always talked in sentences to my “guys”, 
but he really understands.  “Don’t you DARE lift a leg on the flower pot!” and off he goes to find a tall weed at the edge of 
the lawn.  We believe he was rarely told he was a good dog, so we tell him that frequently. He is a great farm dog.  Off 
leash Whisk stays around the buildings and naps on the porch while I garden, enjoys racing down to the pond and walking 
around the property with me.  He is amazingly well housebroken.  Even during transitioning to our home, no accidents in 
the house. 

Whisk is not my first rescue Puli, but he has been the most challenging.  He has a lot of nervous energy, his excitement 
level is barely under the skin, so we constantly work on calm and quiet behavior.  When he came he chewed almost non-
stop on ‘white bone’, now a day can go by without it.  He longs to be a very sweet, loving dog.  He will sit calm, quiet and 
relaxed on our laps, enjoying a belly rub.  We like to think he is ever so slowly letting go of past tension and worry, realiz-
ing that he doesn’t have to carry the burden of being in charge. 

 

Whisk & Max 

Helping with a gardening project 

A favorite photo 
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Here are the results of the QUIZ that Barbe Pessina specified in her article on pages 19-20. 

 

Dog A  Cockapoo 

Dog B  Poodle Bichon mix 

Dog C  Puli 

Dog D  Poodle Bichon mix 

Dog E  Puli 

Dog F  Poodle 

Dog G  Poodle 

 

 

AMAZON SMILE 

If you shop at Amazon.com, please check out their related site Smile.Amazon.com.  Your editor shops fre-
quently at Amazon (I live in a small town 60 miles from a large city and find that many of the items I wish 
to purchase are not readily available in my small town).  

 When Amazon announced that it would be setting up the AmazonSmile foundation and a web-site where 
a percentage of the amount you spent could go to a charity, I investigated it and set up an account for The 
PULI CLUB OF AMERICA RESCUE TRUST (your editor also serves as Treasurer of the Rescue Trust 
which is why I set up the account and serve as administrator for it).   For any purchases made using the 
AmazonSmile site, the foundation Amazon has established will donate 0.5% of the purchase price to a 
charity you select.  Each quarter, the funds earned through the purchases where Puli Rescue Trust was 
selected are automatically deposited in Rescue’s bank account. 

As administrator for the account Rescue Trust has with Amazon Smile I have already received a notice that  
the monies earned by individuals using Amazon Smile and selecting Puli Rescue Trust as their charity from 
April 1 2014 to June 30, 2014 are to be deposited in Rescue’s bank account by August 15, 2014. 

I’ve set up a link to Amazon Smile in my browser and just need to click on the link to open the Amazon 
Smile web-site. 

So, if you shop at Amazon.com, consider using the AmazonSmile web-site (it appears that all the items 
from Amazon.com are also on AmazonSmile and most are eligible for the donation — subscriptions and 
repeat delivery items are not eligible but can be ordered at AmazonSmile) 
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PULI RESCUE 

 

Puli Rescue  has received several non-designated gifts to Puli Rescue recently. 

Puli Rescue thanks all of you for your  generous donations.  Please remember that Puli Res-
cue is a 501( c ) 3 organization so all donations are tax deductible. 

If you work for an employer who does matching gifts, think about having your gift to Puli 
Rescue matched by your employer. 

 

We thank those who have added their departed Pulis to the Memorial Wall   

There have been no new Pulik added to the Memorial Wall since the last issue of Puli News 

IF  YOU HAVEN’T CHECKED OUT THE MEMORIAL WALL, DO SO 
It is a lovely tribute to your departed Puli 

 

The form to add your departed Puli(s) to the Wall is on the following  page.   

You can also go to www.pulirescue.org to add your Puli to the Memorial Wall. 

Pulis do continue to come into Rescue and require our funds to ensure they are ready to go 
to their new homes (updating of shots, medications, neutering, boarding until a new home is 
found, transportation, additional training — these are some of the basic expenses in re-
homing a Puli).   

 

Puli Rescue has recently had several more Pulis in Rescue in 2014 — so funds continue to 
be needed.  If you are interested in being on the list for a possible Rescue,  go to the website 
for rescue (pulirescue.org).  There are instruction for how to get on the list.   

IF YOU ARE WILLING TO BE ACTIVELY INVOLVED IN THE RESCUE PROCESS, 
PLEASE CONTACT THE RESCUE COMMITTEE! 

 

PCA’s Rescue Trust continues to be very grateful  

for all the funds that support Rescue.  
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The PULI MEMORIAL WALL 

Supporting PULI RESCUE 

 
CHECK OUT the PULI MEMORIAL WALL, now active on the web.  There are currently 24 dogs memorialized on the WALL! If 
you haven’t looked, do so — you’ll see what great memories the Wall captures of much loved Pulis. 

You can reach the Wall from either the main page for the Puli Club of America or the main page for Puli Rescue (http://
www.puliclub.org or http://www.pulirescue.org).  There is a detail page for each Puli featured on the Memorial Wall.  To see the 
detail, just click on the Puli’s picture on the Wall.  We offer three levels of memorial.  All levels get a small photo on the main page of 
the Wall, with name and dates for the dog, the level will determine how much additional information about the dog is displayed on its 
individual page.  We will crop the photo submitted to create the small photo on the main page, a larger version (see the levels) will be 
displayed on the individual page for the dog. 

 LEVEL 1—$10 donation to Puli Rescue 
 Medium-sized photo (250 pixels high) 
 Dog and owner names and dates for the dog 
 Up to 25 words of text 
 
 LEVEL 2—$25 donation to Puli Rescue 
 Larger photo  (300 pixels high) 
 Dog and owner names and dates for the dog 
 Up to 100 words of text 
 
 LEVEL 3—$50 donation to Puli Rescue 
 Largest photo (350 pixels high) 
 Up to 500 words of text 
 Up to 3 additional photos 
 

All the information will be able to be provided using the web-site, with the donation handled by PayPal (either with a PayPal account 
or by credit card).   You can go to www.pulirescue.org to make your donation or  you can send a copy of the following form, a check, 
and your photo(s) to the Memorial Wall Coordinator (currently the Rescue Treasurer).  If requested, photos will be returned. 

   

MEMORIAL WALL SUBMISSION 

Name of Owner: _______________________________________________________________________________ 

     Address: (street, city, state, zip) ____________________________________________________________________ 

     Phone number _________________________________________________________________________________ 

     Call name of Dog being Memorialized ________________________________________________________________ 

     Registered name of Dog (if registered) _______________________________________________________________ 

     Dates (birth/death) _____________________________________________________________________________  

     Text to be included on  the Wall (include on an accompanying page) 

 

 LEVEL SELECTED: (please circle your selection)    Level 1 ($10)                    Level 2 ($25)                          Level 3 ($50) 

 

Send to:  Puli Memorial Wall, c/o Linore Cleveland, 105 Hopi Way, Kerrville TX 78028, include check and photo(s) 

All contributions to Puli Rescue are tax deductible.  

Thank you for supporting Puli Rescue with your donation to the Wall. 
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AGILITY & AGILITY STATISTICIAN                                        
Cathy Pronzini                                                                                        

2555 Holly Oak Dr.                                                                             
Danville, CA 94506                                                                                      

925-820-9072                                                                 
corddogs@yahoo.com 

 
 

 AKC COLUMNIST 
Dagmar Fertl 

8112 Springmoss Drive 
Plano, TX 75025 

Home: 972-742-5206 
dfertl@gmail.com 

  
BOOK OF TITLEHOLDERS 

Irma Fertl 
30403 N. Holly Oaks Circle 
Magnolia, TX 77355-5704 

281-356.3106  
piroska1313@att.net  

 

HEALTH EDUCATION 
Patty Anspach 
2367 E 100 N 

Winamac, IN 46996 
574-946-4267 

wyldmor@centurylink.net  
 

Carolyn Nusbickel 
185 Egret Lane 

Vero Beach, FL 32963 
610-687-1737 

bokar1@comcast.net 
 

Linda Meakin DVM 
2713 Chestnut Lane 

New Richmond, OH 45157-9067 
513-553-0333 

lindameakin@adelphia.net 

 

HERDING/HERDING STATS 
Linore Cleveland 
105 Hopi Way 

Kerrville, TX 78028 
830-257-7814 

lcleveland4321@gmail.com 
 

HISTORIAN 
Patty Anspach 
2367 E 100 N 

Winamac, IN 46996 
574-946-4267 

wyldmor@centurylink.net 
 

JUDGES EDUCATION 
S. Eniko Szeremy 

10305 N. Chatfield Pl. 
Littleton, CO 80125 

303-791-6306 
szeremy@mho.net 

 
Barbe Pessina 

632 Peekskill Hollow Rd. 
Putnam Valley, NY 10579 

845-528-9350 
moonshadowpulik@aol.com  

 
Carolyn Nusbickel 

185 Egret Lane 
Vero Beach, FL 32963 

772-231-0331 
bokar1@comcast.net  

 

 

 

 
 

 
LEGISLATIVE LIASION 

(OPEN) 

 
MEMBERSHIP  
Dr. Lee Parsons 

13950 Walnut Canyon 
Helotes, TX 78023-2807 

lee.parsons@att.net 
 
 

NEW MEMBER WELCOME  
Theodore J. Lawson, Jr 

PO Box 34133 
San Antonio, TX 78265-4133 

210-341-6156 
lawson@flash.net 

 
 

OBEDIENCE STATISTICIAN 
Nancy Kelly 

11140 Indian Village Dr. 
Alpharetta, GA 30022 

770-343-9383 
picikelly@aol.com 

 
 

PUBLIC EDUCATION 
     (OPEN) 
 

PULI NEWS   
Linore Cleveland 
105 Hopi Way 

 Kerrville TX 78028 
830-257-7814 

pulinewseditor@gmail.com 
 
 

RESCUE TRUST 
Jane Slade Exum 

2855 Trickum Road 
Woodstock, GA 30188-1851 

770-928-3603 
pulimom@aol.com 

 
RESCUE TRUST TREASURER 

Linore Cleveland 
105 Hopi Way 

Kerrville, TX 78028 
830-257-7814 

rescuetrustpca@gmail.com 
 
 

 SPECIALTY  COORDINATOR 
    (OPEN) 

 
 

SPECIALTY CHAIR—2014  
Patty Anspach 
2367 E 100 N 

Winamac, IN 46996 
574-946-4267 

wyldmor@centurylink.net 
 

SUPPORTED ENTRY COORDINATOR 
Suzette Poe-Martz 

1670 Monument Rd 
Middleton, MD 21769 

301-293-1425 
SuzetteMartz@gmail.com 

 
TROPHY COORDINATOR 

Bette Tannen 
6805 Woodmark Ct. 

Dallas, TX 75230 
972-385-1400 

rbtannen@swbell.net 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

WAYS AND MEANS 
Brian Brubaker 

spindriftpulik@icloud.com 
 

 
EDITOR, PCA CALENDAR 

Linda Hall 
10977 Dobbins Run,   

LaFayette, CO 80026-9679  
303-828-0724  

whirlwindgraphics@comcast.net 
 
 

STAMP & CALENDAR MAILING  
Jane McLane 

24 Sea View Ave 
Black Point 

Niantic CT 06357-3812 
860-729-5167 

raggmoppjm@aol.com 

 
VERSATILE PULI 

Cathy Pronzini 
2555 Holly Oak Dr. 
Danville, CA 94506 

925-820-9072 
corddogs@yahoo.com  

 
 

WEB PAGE 
Jim Moen 

2555 Holly Oak Drive 
Danville, CA 94506  

925-820-9072  
moenmail@yahoo.com 

COMMITTEES 
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OCTOBER PULI NEWS DEADLINE ~ 30 September 2014 

PULI NEWS CHARGES 
 

Breeder’s Directory:  
$50/year (unlimited litter announcements and listing on  
the PCA web site).  All Breeders’ Listings run from January 1—
December 31. 
 
Litter Announcements:  
$50 one time listing (two issues of Puli News and on the website for 4 months) if 
not a Breeder’s Directory Subscriber. 
 
Back Issues: $3/each if available (3 for $5, 5 for $10, 10 for  $20) 
 
Puli News Subscriptions:  
USA or Canada: $40/year (U.S. funds only). Foreign Subscriptions  $50/year.   
 
Advertising 
Full page $40 (includes one picture) Additional photos $7.00  
 
Half page $20 (includes one picture) Additional photos $7.00  
 
Quarter page $15 (includes one picture) Additional photos $7.00  
 
New Titles/certificates/accomplishments –$10 to include a photo 
 
PCA supported entry wins $5 per photo 
 
One page obituary—free of charge 

 

PULI NEWS SERVICES FREE OF CHARGE  
TO PCA MEMBERS: 

 

Announcements of newly earned AKC titles (no photograph). 
 
Announcements of recently earned group placements or Best in Show in 
Conformation at an AKC show, or a High in Trial placement at obedience, 
herding, rally, tracking or agility AKC trials by Pulik belonging to PCA members 
in the “Special Stars” column (no photograph) 

 
Winners of PCA Regional, Designated & National Specialties  
 
Top Ten Dogs in Conformation, Obedience, Agility, Herding & Versatility 
statistics issue published once a year (with photo and bio). 
 
Pulik placing or winning Invitational Shows. 
 
  
 

Ads can be sent “camera ready” or we can prepare them for you.  
All photos will be returned. 

 
Please make checks (in US funds) payable to  

“Puli News” and mail to: 
Linore Cleveland, 105 Hopi Way, Kerrville, TX 78028 

830-257-7814 pulinewseditor@gmail.com 
***Or pay online at www.puliclub.org*** 

**PCA ROOM RESPONSIBILITY POLICY** 

PCA has adopted the following rules in order to insure that the members and their dogs will be welcome at hotels in the 

future. 
Any individual attending a PCA Sanctioned Event and staying in a hotel, motel, inn or campsite/fairground has the responsibility 

of leaving that room or campsite exactly as found. This includes picking up after dogs on the grounds. Anyone who damages a 

room or campsite/fairgrounds and does not report the damage to the hotel/ campsite/fairground management and make immediate 

restitution or arrangements to do so within a period of time agreed upon by the management, will be subject to any or all the fol-

lowing actions by the PCA Board of Directors. 
  
1. May be banned from showing at the next PCA sanctioned event[s]. 
2. May be subject to AKC sanctions. 
3. Membership in PCA may be terminated and may not be allowed to be reinstated. 
  
DAMAGES SHALL BE DEFINED AS : 
1. Flea infestation, urine, defecation and/or any damage to hotel/ campsite/fairground property [walls, bedspreads, carpets, drapes, 

etc.]. 
2. Any verified complaint by the host hotel/campsite/fairground 
3. Any verified complaint by a PCA member. 
  
PCA ROOM REGULATIONS : 
1. All dogs must be crated and quiet when left alone in a room. Noisy dogs shall be quieted upon request, even if this means the 

owner/handler must stay in the room with the dog. 
2. Individuals will be expected to immediately report any damage by dogs or themselves to the hotel/campsite/fairground manage-

ment and to assume complete financial responsibility for those damages. 
3. No bathing or grooming will be allowed in rooms. A grooming room will be available whenever possible.  
4. Dogs are to be allowed on furniture ONLY if the furniture is covered with protective covering provided by the owner/handler. 
5. All owner/handlers will take preventative measures to assure that their dogs are free of fleas, mites, intestinal parasites and other 

communicable diseases prior to arriving at the hotel/campsite. 
BY SIGNING THE ENTRY FORM, COMPLIANCE WITH THIS POLICY SHALL BE INSURED.  ALL INDIVIDUALS 

ARE REQUIRED TO COMPLY. 
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THE PULI CLUB OF AMERICA'S  

GUIDELINES FOR  

OWNERS/BREEDERS/EXHIBITORS  

The Puli Club of America, Inc. in accordance with the objectives of its 
Constitution, expects its members to use these guidelines in establishing a 
standard of conduct for themselves as owners, breeders, sellers and exhibitors of 
Pulik.  Every person who owns a Puli has an inherent responsibility to protect 
our breed. 
 
A. A PULI OWNER WILL  PROVIDE ALL DOGS WITHIN  THEIR KEEPING 
WITH: 

· Appropriate food, water, health care and shelter. 
· Emotional requirements of attention, affection and appropriate 

training. 
 
B. A PULI BREEDER WILL: 
 

· Be well-informed about the Standard of our breed. 
· Be aware that the purpose of breeding is to maintain or improve the 

quality of the breed in accordance with the standard. 
· Use all available means such as knowledge of ancestors, and CHIC 

testing to determine that breeding stock is free of inheritable disease.  
PCA required CHIC testing includes: 

1. OFA or Penn Hip for hips 
2. OFA for patella 
3. OFA Degenerative Myelopathy (DNA test) 
4. CERF (Canine Eye Registry)/OFA Eye Registry to be 

updated every 3 years 
Additional tests that can be performed but are not required include: 

1. OFA for elbows 
2. OFA for cardiac 
3. OFA for thyroid 
4. BAER (hearing) test 

· Obtain radiologically normal OFA/Penn Hip evaluation on all 
breeding stock before breeding. 

· Use only stock which is itself sound in body and temperament. 
· Breed only when in a position to properly care for the bitch and 

litter, recognizing that offspring might need housing for a 
considerable length of time. 

· Not breed a bitch at her first season, before the age of 2, nor breed 
her more than 2 out of 3 consecutive heat periods, taking the health 
of the bitch into consideration at all times. 

· Enter into all breeding arrangements with written contracts. 
· Keep accurate and thorough breeding records in full accordance with 

AKC requirements. 
· Prevent all breedings that are not carefully planned and provide 

adequate kenneling to prevent accidental or unplanned matings. 
· Insist that a visiting bitch be in the stud owner’s care and/or 

supervision before, through and until completion of estrus, so that 
accidental mating to another stud not occur. 

· Not substitute one stud for another without the knowledge and 
agreement of all parties. 

· Pay careful attention to physical and emotional needs of puppies 
produced. 

· Keep all puppies in the litter until they are a minimum of eight (8) 
weeks of age. 

· Be aware at all times that producing puppies is a commitment and 
they remain responsible for puppies they produce throughout the 
lifetime of those dogs.   

· Breeders are required to provide assistance to dogs of their breeding 
in need of re-homing, including taking the dogs back and fostering 
them until they can relocate them to a new home. 

 

C:        PERSON SELLING A PULI WILL: 
 

 Maintain a reasonable price within one’s locale, which price 
should also be compatible with national prices. 

 Intelligently and honestly classify stock as show prospect, 
breeding prospect or pet. 

 Provide AKC papers with limited registration if the dog is a 
potential detriment to the breed. 

 Ascertain that the prospective owner has the knowledge, 
ability and facilities to properly care for a Puli. 

 Give the buyer an honest appraisal of coat management, 
physical, mental and nutritional needs peculiar to the breed. 

 Provide a pedigree of at least 3 generations, typed or written 
legibly. 

 Supply records to the buyer regarding immunization, feeding 
and instructions for future care. 

 Release only puppies which are in good health and guarantee 
the health of the puppy for a reasonable length of time. 

 Only release puppies after 8 weeks of age which is in keeping 
with most animal welfare laws. 

 Provide written contractual proof of sale and guarantees.  If 
registration papers are not yet available, a bill of sale, giving 
names and registration numbers of sire and dam and date of 
birth are required. 

 Avoid false and misleading advertising, including internet and 
websites. 

 Not sell or provide stock to pet shops or commercial kennels. 

 Not donate dogs, puppies or adults, for contests, raffles, or 
fund raising events. 

 
D.        A PERSON SHOWING A PULI WILL: 
 

 Show and encourage the showing of high quality stock. 

 Exhibit only the most creditable ring deportment and accept 
the services of only those professional handlers whose 
behavior is exemplary. 

 Help the novice exhibitor and breeder.  Use kind, 
constructive and honest criticism. 

 Display good sportsmanship and conduct themselves, whether 
at home, traveling, at shows, or in hotels, in such a manner as 
to reflect credit upon the Puli Club of America, themselves 
and the Puli as a breed. 

 Exhibit dogs that are clean, in good physical condition and 
under control. 
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BREEDERS LIST 
 
All obligations are those created by the buyer and seller, and PCA has no obligations to either buyer or seller.  The Puli 
Club of America makes no assertions, claims or guarantees as to the breeders listed and each prospective buyer should talk 
to the breeder and ask the appropriate questions to their satisfaction. 
Key to Codes: 
P—Puppies offered for sale 
D—Adult Pulik are offered for sale 
S—Male Pulik at Stud 
A—Kennel visits by appointment 
I—Free general information 
The Puli Club of America just recently re-introduced the Breeders List.  Not all our breeders have yet listed themselves on the List.  The 
most current list can be found on the Puli Club of America web-site (http://puliclub.org) under the “Puppies/Rescue” tab. To be listed, a 
Breeder must have been a general member of the Puli Club of America for three years and be in good standing. They must sign the guide-
lines (see the prior page) and do pay an annual fee for listing. 

LITTER LISTINGS 

 

Breeder Litter listings are accepted from Puli Club of America members in good standing. Litter listings here will also 
be listed on PCA's web site at www.Puliclub.org/pcabreeders.htm. “In order for a Litter to be listed on the 
Breeders page in Puli News and Puliclub.org, a breeder must be a general member of PCA in 
good standing. They must also pay whatever the current fee is for the listing.  Proof of the 
required CHIC health tests for hips, patellas, DM and CERF/OFA Eye Registry for sire and dam 
must be provided.  CERF/OFA Eye Registry testing on sire and dam must have occurred within 
the last 3 years”  

Zeal to produce champions or perpetuate a bloodline must never compromise a breeder's sensitivity to the quality of 
life that every Puli bred will experience. Breeders must consider the welfare of the Puli above personal gain or profit. 
Breeders have the responsibility to insure the welfare of all puppies they produce and remain responsible for those 
Pulik throughout their entire lifetime. Should the situation arise, breeders are required to provide assistance to dogs of 
their breeding in need of re-homing, including taking the dogs back and fostering them until they can relocate them 
to a new home.  

This wording has been added to insure that breeder's own the ultimate responsibility for the dogs they produce 
throughout their lifetime. The Puli Club of America Rescue Trust is not responsible for placing dogs bred by known 
people in the breed, and the Board felt that clear lines need to be established to advise everyone of their responsibility 
in the future. Should Rescue be advised of a Puli in need of re-homing their first obligation is to try to determine who 
the breeder is, and then contact that person in order that they can make the necessary arrangements for their dog. 
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Puli Club of America 

LITTER LISTINGS 

Puli Club of America 

BREEDERS LIST 

The codes listed after a breeder’s kennel name tell you what services the breeder offers 
(codes defined on page 34) 

Applegate Pulik  (P,S,A,I) 
Fran Levinson 
155 Walker Road 
Landenberg, PA 19350 
610-255-5060 
pulimom@comcast.net 
 
Bowmaker Pulik Kennel  (P,D,S,A,I) 
Sherry Gibson 
5198 Hillsboro Viola Road 
Manchester, TN 37355 
(931) 596-3224 
gibsons@blomand.net 
 
Erdosi Pulik (P,S,D,A,I) 
Art Sorkin & S. Diane Smith 
940 N. Barkley 
Mesa, AZ 85203 
(480) 461-8440 
diane@web-oasis.com 
 
Lambak Pulik (P,D,S,A,I) 
Sandra Schickedanz 
PO Box 2806 
Edmond, OK 78083-2806 
(405) 359-0322 
lambakpulik@sbcglobal.net 
http://www.lambakpulik.com 
 
Mezok Pulik (P,D,S,A,I) 
Diane Fields 
W5285 Carla Court 
Stoddard, WI  54658 
(715) 590-3298 
MezokPulik@hotmail.com 
 
Moonshadow Pulik (P,D,S,A,I) 
Barbe Pessina 
632 Peekskill Hollow Rd 
Putnam Valley, NY 10579 
(845) 528-9350 
moonshadowpulik@aol.com 
http://www.moonshadowpuik.com 
 
Noe Barkaja Kennel (P,D,S,A,I) 
Dr. Linda Meakin, DVM 
2713 Chestnut Lane 
New Richmond, OH 45157 
(513) 258-4782 
DrLinda@all-creatures.com 
 
 
 
 

Piroska Pulik (P,A,I) 
Irma and Dagmar Fertl 
30403 N. Holly Oaks Circle 
Magnolia, TX 77355-5704 
(281) 356-3106 
Piroska1313@att.net 
http://
www.piroskapulik.scriptmania.com 
 
Prydain Puli (P,D,A,I) 
Barbara & Kathy Edwards,  
 Ruth Boatright 
13947 Umpire Street 
Brighton, CO 80603 
(720) 685-0131 
ppuli@aol.com 
 
Vadrozsa Puli Kennel (P,D,S,A,I) 
Kathy Allen 
3900 Happy Lane 
Sacramento, CA 95827 
(916) 369-7701 
vadrozsapulis@gmail.com 
www.vadrozsapulis.com 
 
Weatherby Kennels (P,S,A,I) 
Maggie Witwer 
27397 WCR 58 1/2 
Greeley, CO 80631 
(970) 352-4507 
mwitwer@frii.com 
 
Wyldmor Pulik (P,D,S,A,I) 
Patty Anspach 
2367 E 100th N 
Winamac, IN 46996 
(574) 946-4267 
wyldmor@centurylink.net 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Breeder: Mezok Pulik, Diane Fields 

E-mail: MezokPulik@hotmail.com 

Telephone: (715) 590-3298 

1 show quality black female  whelped 4/9/2014 

Sire: GCH CH Prydain Joshua CGC IT VP 

 DN09983504; CHIC #53288 (Hips-Excellent; El
 bows, Patellas, DM-Normal) CERF:1/19/13; color-
 Black 

Dam: Szep-Apati Dalos “DAHLEE” IT 

 DN31576701; CHIC # 91193 (Hips-Good; elbows, 
 patellas, DM- Normal) CERF:8/4/2012; color-Black 

 

 

 

  

Note: If the kennel name of 
the breeder is underlined, it 
indicates they have a web-
site.  Go to puliclub.org and 
then to the breeder listing.  
The kennel name is a link to 
the web-site. 
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